
 

Update from Ed and Rachel Aw (Feb 2023) 

 

Just some highlights: 

• Ed was preparing for a 5-day intensive course at the Alaska Bible College. 6+ hours a day 

of teaching in 5 days! 

• We visited Nikola, an electric truck company, where Elliott is doing an internship. 

• We had the first family Christmas at our new house. 

• Aaron might be taller than Ed now... It's pretty close and he just turned 15! 

• Much to Rachel's joy, the backyard is looking very nice. 

• Dad is still more healthy than Ed and Rachel at 87 years old! He walks for an hour 

everyday! 

• Ed taught the Bible college class. Then immediately prepared for three classes on the 

Glory of God in the Bible. After teaching the classes in Colorado, he had to immediately 

prepare for the first annual board of directors meeting for Tsunami Unleashed. Two 

days later, Rachel, Aaron, and Ed left for Florida for a wedding that Ed was asked to 

officiate (more prep)... Ed is writing this message on the plane home...  Ed wants to 

sleep for a week! 

  

 

Tsunami Unleashed: Last year the word from the Lord was "wait". So we waited, prayed, and 

prepped like a runner before the starting gun goes off. A lot of administrative things were done 

to have the new ministry on a more solid foundation. For 2023, we feel the word from the Lord 

is "speed". We are going to work to gain traction and momentum. Please pray for this. 

 

 

Some General Prayer Points: 

• Rachel and Ed are pursuing more health. Much discipline is needed.  

• Tsunami Unleashed really needs a gifted administrator like Joseph in Egypt. 

• Elliott would finish strong in his last semester in high school. 

• Aaron would grow in wisdom and gentleness. 

 


